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TODAY’S ACTIVITIES
-Mo Willems Lunch Doodle at
noon on YouTube, Episode 3
-Rachel Wyatt’s Science
Made Simple
-Cincinnati Zoo animal
exhibit at 2:00 pm on
Facebook live
-Georgia Aquarium Live
Underwater Webcam
-Virtual Field Trips at
https://tinyurl.com/uxey6xb

REVIEW

Show Series: Brain Games
Brain Games is an educational TV
show about your brain and how it
works. You will be blown away.
Can be found on National
Geographic, Disney+, and Netflix.
Seasons 6+ not recommended.

The Daily Bean
Featured drawing series

THE DAILY INTERVIEW
Mike Nowlin
One of Mike Nowlin’s favorite things to do
is get in the kitchen, fire up the stove,
and cook a delicious and healthy meal. “I
love to cook because it's relaxing,” he
says when asked why. “Plus I’m a big foodie
and cooking really allows you to try all
different kinds of food.” Those of you who
have tried his extraordinary cuisine will
be amazed to learn he taught himself how to
cook. When he was learning, he read lots of
cookbooks and watched the cooking channel
every time he could. When asked his
favorite thing to cook, he didn’t hesitate
before saying, “Risotto. It’s one of my
favorite things to eat, and if you do it
right it’s really fun to see it all come
together.” Most people think risotto is
hard to cook, Mike explains, but it’s
actually pretty simple. “I started really
cooking at age 25. I cooked a few things in
college, but mostly they were fatty,
bad-for-you food like chicken tenders in
macaroni.” A very interesting thing about
Mike’s cooking in the Nowlin household is
that he tries to eat healthy, so he’ll have
2 or 3 versions of the same meal cooking at
once. Take last night’s dinner, for
example. Everyone had coconut curry rice,
but Erika, Kass, and Ellie had buttery
brown rice while Mike had a cauliflower
version. “Which is still good!” he
maintains.

DAD JOKE OF THE DAY

What did the dad buffalo say to the baby
buffalo when the baby buffalo went to school?
Bye, son.
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